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Side A features four sets of internal dip switches, which are accessible by unscrewing the lid.  
You will find charts with details about the dip switch positions on the backside of this manual. 

Lows - switch 
The lows switch boosts the low frequencies in the 
overdrive gain stage.

POSITION UP MIDDLE DOWN

LOWS MORE DEFAULT MOST

Clipping - switch 
Lets you choose between a pair of germanium or 
schottky clipping diodes.

POSITION UP DOWN

CLIPPING GERMANIUM SCHOTTKY

Knobs: 

- Gain: Controls the amount of gain. 
- Tone: Controls the overall tone. 
- Volume: Controls the volume from side A 

Side A (left): 

Side A features the BB-style circuit with external knobs for gain, tone, volume and a three position toggle switch labeled lows. The lows 
switch changes the bass response of the circuit. Internally you find four sets of dip switches (gain, soft clipping, symmetrical/asymmetrical 
clipping, hard clipping) that further enables you to tweak your tone. 

We want to thank you for purchasing your '83 Drive. 

’83 Drive is a new dual overdrive and the ultimate tone machine, providing a variety of delicious tones. It can be used as an always on 
drive tone all the way to a mid boosting lead tone. Our take on the legendary K-style overdrive and the Black Box Bluesbreaker, it features 
two independent overdrives, giving you two classic drive sounds favored by many guitarists in one enclosure. 
Our inspiration for the ’83 Drive came from our enthusiasm for the Bluesbreaker - and the K-overdrive used alone and by how amazing 
they sounded when stacked. 

Both pedals have played an important part in the live guitar tones of John Mayer through the years, as the pre drive he stacks into his 
TS10 to obtain his lead tone. We decided for ’83 Drive as the number 83 is a significant number to JM. 

The ’83 Drive is divided into a side A (left) and a side B (right), separated by the order toggle switch in the middle which flips the internal 
order of the effects and hence the signal path from guitar to amp. 

With the order switch in down position the effect order is A -> B and in up position the order is 
B -> A. 

Side B (right): 

The side B features the K-style circuit with external knobs for gain, treble, output and a two position toggle switch labeled clipping. 
The clipping switch toggles between two sets of clipping diodes in the overdrive gain stage.   
Below is a description of the external controls  on circuit B 

Knobs: 

- Gain: Controls the amount of gain. 
- Treble: Adjusts the overall tone.. 
- Output: Controls the output level of side B. 
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Symmetrical/asymmetrical clipping - 
Switch 5-6

SWITCH 

5 6 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF ASYMETRICAL - BOTH

ON OFF ASYMMETRICAL - MOSFET

OFF ON AYMMETRICAL - SILICON

ON ON SYMMETRICAL - BOTH 

Soft Clipping/clean boost - Switch 3-4

SWITCH 

3 4 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF CLEAN BOOST 

ON OFF MOSFET+SCHOTTKY DIODE

OFF ON SILICON DIODE - DEFAULT

ON ON N/A

Hard Clipping -  Switch 1-2

SWITCH 

1 2 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF NO HARD CLIPPING - DEFAULT

ON OFF LED

OFF ON SILICON

ON ON N/A

Below is charts describing the functionality of the four sets of internal dip-switches for 
tweaking of the side A of the '83 Drive.

POWER: 

The '83 Drive requires a regulated 9-volt DC power supply, with standard 2.1mm jack, tip negative polarity.  

The max power consumption of the '83 Drive is 100mA (+9VDC). If operated with a power supply with insufficient current 
capabilities, it will affect the performance. So make sure your +9V-DC power supply is capable of delivering 100mA. We highly 

recommend you to use a quality power supply with isolated outputs.  

The '83 Drive does not support battery operation.

Gain - Switch 7-8 
Sets the maximum gain range

SWITCH 

5 6 DESCRIPTION

OFF OFF HIGH GAIN

ON OFF MEDIUM GAIN

OFF ON LOW GAIN - DEFAULT

ON ON MIN GAIN

Activating one of the hard clipping modes pushes the 
'83 into distortion territories with higher compression and 
sustain.  
The hard clipping options can be used with or without 
the soft clipping activated. We do recommend using it 
alone, so switch 3-4 OFF and switch 7-8 OFF.

Switch 3-4 configures the soft clipping of the overdrive.  
In clean Boost mode, the clipping diodes are removed 
from the signal path and has the least compression.  
The Mosfet+Schottky setting has the most compression 
while the silicon mode has less compression and more 
headroom.  

Asymmetrical clipping sounds less compressed and 
louder than symmetrical clipping. 
Switch 5-6 is used in conjunction with switch 3-4 and 
has no effect when switch 3-4 OFF.  

The Gain switch gives you four different gain levels with 
the Gain knob at minimum. Turning the gain knob up 
increases the gain further. 
The gain switch and gain knob interacts with the Lows 
switch response. 

The internal Presence trim pot. interacts with - and adjusts the range of the Tone control. 
Turn clockwise for more brightness and counterclockwise for a darker tone.


